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Purpose
This document aims to provide an overview of current operational challenges in supply
chains and the benefits of implementing a blockchain strategy.

Operational Environment:
Due to increased complexity in modern supply chains, effective and efficient control of large,
geographically dispersed supply chains (both digital and physical) have allowed for an
increase in supply chain errors. This has direct impact on effectiveness, efficiencies, and
overall ability to meet mission needs.
Our discussions with supply chain executives has identified eight challenges that can
potentially be solved through implementing a blockchain strategy.
1. Supplier compliance and audits
2. Regulatory Compliance
3. Better Customer Experience
4. Global Visibility for Item Level Track and Trace
5. Anti-Counterfeit
6. Recall Management
7. Security of Manufacturing Processes
8. Contract Manufacturer over production

Supplier compliance and audits
A typical brand owner may conduct tens or even hundreds of supplier audits throughout a
year. These can be expensive and ultimately unreliable due to the need to trust the suppliers
who are providing the data. Implementing blockchain in supplier processes would provide a
much higher degree of certainty and enable the automation of these audits on demand.

Regulatory Compliance
Every industry has different regulations they need to comply with and different datasets they
need to prepare to their regulators. A blockchain strategy integrated into the product
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development process eliminates any possibility of insiders or malicious outsiders interfering
with those processes.

Better Customer Experience
Every brand owner wants to create a better customer experience. Today end customers,
whether consumers or enterprise would benefit from having certainty over the provenance of
the product they are purchasing, be it in physical form or digital form such as software or
digital information – blockchain has the potential to eliminate trusted parties in the
verification of that process.

Global Visibility for Item Level Track and Trace
In many supply chains brand owner loses situational awareness over the state and location of
a product after in leaves the manufacturing facility, primarily because downstream
distributors and end enterprise customers have different ERP systems which are not
interoperable. A blockchain strategy has the potential to link these ERP systems together
enabling track and trace functionality at the item level as that item is disaggregated and
distributed through multiple distribution channels.

Anti-Counterfeit
Counterfeit products and counterfeit components entering into the supply chain is a major
headache for many brand owners and a blockchain strategy offers the potential of verifying
the provenance of those components, verifying their authenticity and triggering alerts in the
event of a failed verification. Equivalently enabling verification of authenticity at the point of
sale enables customers to verify the provenance of a product and potentially the provenance
of very sub-component in a finished product.

Recall Management
Product recall is an expensive and brand-damaging exercise. Blockchain through providing
global visibility of product location and state has the potential for providing precision in
recall management, blockchain products in distribution and point of sale that are subject to
recall.

Security of Manufacturing Processes
A major threat to operational efficiency of every brand owner is the impact of ransom-ware
or other security breaches in the supply chain. Ultimately malware is just alien data, data that
does not belong in the system and real-time situational awareness of the state and provenance
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the components of manufacturing networks can immediately detect when such data enters the
system.

Contract Manufacturer Over Production
Over production of an order by contract manufacturers in a major headache for many brand
owners. The ability to control production levels and prevent unauthorized manufacturing of
suppliers is a potential benefit of implementing blockchain.

Current Operational Environment:
Most supply chains are managed by a centralized “Enterprise Service”, usually some type of
ERP software that provides supply chain entities with the ability to log in, query based on an
identifier, and find some stored information. Relationships and information are stored and
updated within a single centralized repository. This is a valid solution when most of the
supply chain resides within a single authority boundary. If users and a trust model allows for
the entities in the supply chain to trust the data in the central data store, users and components
may make decisions based on this information. An example illustration is listed below:

Figure 1 - Centralized Physical Supply Chain Management

In the figure above, information resides within a single authority boundary to which
customers are given access. With this model, the primary issue is the fact there is no cross-
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boundary trust for the customer and manufacturer. Each customer may or may not possess its
own ERP system to manage its own supply chain that is within its own authority boundary.
Since the actual customer resides outside of the primary manufacturer’s authority boundary,
the only mechanism available for that customer to validate the components sent by the
manufacturer is to either authenticate into and trust the central ERP, or somehow export data
securely and consume that data into the customer ERP. Even with these options underlying
trust between the Customer and Manufacturer is assumed. There is no evidence or shared
trust model. In addition to the basic trust issues, there are many operational issues with both
options. First, if the Manufacturer allows the Customers to access the Manufacturer ERP
system, the Manufacturer would be required to secure all data, manage accounts, and service
customer accounts for access and valid data. This also exposes a security issue, now that
possibly non-vetted or at least “under-vetted” end users would essentially be given access to
an internal ERP system. The second option, or exporting some type of data to be consumed
by the Customer ERP also has challenges as the Customers own and control their own ERP
systems, the data formats of which will most likely not be compatible. The export of the data
will still most likely need to be transformed and somehow verified before storing in the
customer ERP. With this model, the management, analysis, and tracking of assets is
centralized, with the Authority Boundary supporting all functions and being stored, indexed,
and managed in a centralized ERP system.
The illustration below shows a more geographically and authoritatively decentralized supply
chain. The illustration below attempts to show the basic construct of many supply chains
today. Because of cost, labor skill, and many other constraints, the full supply chain is usually
distributed across many manufacturing plants, depots, distribution points, and order
fulfillment sites. In addition to the decentralized nature, the sites are also commonly trusted
manufacturing or distribution partners, not necessarily owned and operated by the parent
company. In many supply chains, the brand owner has most likely contracted out the
manufacturing to multiple contract manufacturers.

Figure 2 - Physical Supply Chain Management Overview - Decentralized
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As these contract manufacturers are not part of or owned by the parent company, and
probably not in partnership with the other contracted, downstream entities, there is most
likely again a heterogeneous ERP system issue. Each authority boundary above shows that
each of the entities in the supply chain manage their own ERP systems. The same issues
listed above are apparent, but multiplied by the fact that even while the manufacturing
partners and depots may be contracted to work in the same supply chain, they could also be
direct competitors. Essentially this creates an even greater lack of trust. This is also
compounded by the fact the customers are again not in the same authority boundaries,
creating exponentially difficult trust models with current enterprise approaches.

Current Environment - Key Issues at a Glance
Centralized ERP
1. Lack of Cross Boundary Trust – Due to the fact multiple entities participate in a
single supply chain, a common operational trust mechanism is either too expensive or
technically infeasible.
2. Requires Single Boundary Authentication – Because a single entity holds the
“source of truth”, access to that source of truth requires entities outside of the
primary authority boundary to authenticate or login to the ERP system. This requires
accounts in multiple enclaves, increased technical and financial burden on the primary
point of truth holder, and an increase in overall risk since the new accounts now exist
in the primary point of truth holder’s environment.
3. Requires export of environment state – Because there is not a cross boundary
mechanism to verify the truth, an option is for the primary source of truth holder to
export their version of the truth. This requires translation from the primary source of
truth holder’s technical format to each consumer or customer of the primary
manufacturer. Because there is no common trust model, this must be accepted without
proof.
4. Single view of “proposed” environment state – Because there is only a single
holder of the truth, the only view any entity in the supply chain has is that of the
primary manufacturer.

Blockchain-Enabled Supply Chains
Guardtime provides key components to redraw the ways in which supply chain challenges
can be solved, providing an innovative solution to uniquely verify data, across boundaries, in
real time, and independently without the use of shared secrets or cryptographic keys.

KSI Aware System Overview
Guardtime’s concept of a “KSI Aware System” provides an environment with the ability to
verify data across authority boundaries, whatever or wherever that data may be. The
illustration below highlights the basic tenets of a KSI Aware system:
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Figure 3 - KSI Aware System

A KSI Aware system consists of three key tenets. The Crypto, Cyber, and Attribution
Foundational Areas are leveraged to provide a secure, robust, and interoperable solution.

Key Foundational Areas:
1. “Crypto” – At the most atomic level, the “Crypto” foundational area provides the
solution with immutable, cross boundary, verifiable cryptography known as KSI
Signatures. The signatures are the output of participation in the KSI Blockchain.
These KSI Signatures provide three key immutable properties to data. They provide
“Signing Entity”, or who requested the signature, “Data Authenticity”, or
cryptographic validation the data has not been tampered with, and “Immutable Time.”
For more detail, please review Appendix A
2. “Cyber” – The “Cyber” Foundational Area combines multiple cyber disciplines,
including but not limited to Anti-Tamper, Adaptive Architecture, and Distributed
Architectures, to create a true cross boundary solution that can meet SLAs and
survive outages and attacks. For more detail, please review Appendix A
3. “Data Attribution” – By adding the final Foundational Area, “Attribution”, the KSI
Aware System inherits interoperability, event and data history, and real defense in
depth of the actual data. The “Attribution” component inherits the tenets from the
other Foundational Areas to create a secure platform to support use cases from Secure
Information Sharing, Cross Boundary Data Lifecycle Management, Supply Chain
Management, and even Identity and Access Management approaches including Cross
Boundary Insider Threat Mitigations. For more detail, please review Appendix A.

KSI Aware Physical Supply Chain Management
The illustration below highlights at a high level how these issues can be resolved by
leveraging Guardtime’s KSI Aware System for Supply Chain Management.
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Figure 4 - KSI Aware Physical Supply Chain Management

By leveraging KSI Dockets, the truth of the current supply chain can be independently
verified. As KSI Dockets store not only the proof of asset registration but also the history of
asset provenance, the consumers of the asset and docket can independently validate if the
asset is authentic, was manufactured by known or trusted entities and if it came from the
correct locations. The KSI Docket contains all of this information in a single, portable, and
independently verifiable construct, and may contain additional information if required. A
logical depiction of a KSI Docket is described below:

With the introduction of the KSI Dockets into the environment, the manufacturers, Depots,
and ultimately consumers can independently verify an asset by trusting only the
cryptographic immutability of KSI Signatures.
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Physical Supply Chain Example Flow

Figure 5 – Phase 1 - Manufacturer Registration

1. In the first phase of the lifecycle, the manufacturer would create the asset, and register
a unique identifier in the KSI Blockchain. The unique asset could be a simple Barcode
Serial Number or proprietary identifier from within a component or physical asset.
The unique registration of that asset is provable because of the cryptographic link
from that asset identifier and the KSI Signature. The KSI Docket created will provide
not only the unique identifier, but also any contextual based information such as
count, relevancy, expected receiver, location, certification, and any other attribute or
context needed for the use case. This will all be signed using a KSI Signature,
immutably binding the data to the Blockchain as well as providing the identity of the
entity that created the Docket and registered the component.

Figure 6 - Phase 2 - Depot Receipt and Verification

2. In the second phase of the process, the Manufacturer Entity will send the asset or
assets to the Depot Entities. The Depot Entities will receive the asset, verify it against
the known registered assets. Whatever the delivery mechanism, once the Depot
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receives the device and retrieves the unique identifier, the associated KSI Docket can
be validated and interrogated for policy input. The depot does not need to go back to
the manufacturer and log into an “Enterprise Service” to view the lineage, creator,
count, location etc. All required information will reside within the KSI Docket,
allowing the depot to independently verify for authenticity and accuracy.

Figure 7 - Phase 3 - Depot Verification

3. Once the depots receive the physical asset (component or finished product) and the
associated dockets, the verification can take place. By verifying the KSI Signature
associated with the KSI Docket, the depots can verify if it is a valid KSI Docket and
leverage the information associated with that to link the label to the KSI Docket and
its associated attributes. Once this is complete, the depots will then take ownership of
the assset and create a new event to incorporate into the KSI Docket received. This is
completed by signing a new KSI Docket with updated information and including the
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previous KSI Dockets. The new KSI Signature will reflect the change in ownership as
each signing entity is individually credentialed with respect to the KSI Blockchain.

Figure 8 - Phase 4 - Order Processing Verification

4. Phase 4 allows the Order Processing Entity to verify and update the KSI Docket for
the physical assset. Once the Order Processing Entity receives the Physical Asset and
Associated Docket, the Order Processing Entity will also create an appending KSI
Docket and add it to the previous KSI Docket.

Figure 9 - Phase 5 - Customer Verification

5. Finally, when the Order Processing Entity sends the products to customers or
distribution chanels, each recipient can independently verify the authenticity of the
asset using the associated KSI Docket.
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Example Docket Viewer
The illustration below highlights an example KSI Docket using visualization software at the
customer site. There are no databases or importing of database relationships to build the
provenance chain.

The numbered boxes are explained in more detail below:

Figure 10 - KSI Docket Viewer

1. In this case, the SN:20785 is the unique serial number associated with the asset.
2. Each event type is highlighted here. The events, “Manufacturer Registration”, “Depot
Update”, and “Order Processing Update” are part of the lineage. Each of those events
is also signed by a different entity at a different location, assigning data provenance to
the event history.

Summary
In summary a cross-boundary, independently and portable trust mechanism is provided to
underpin any of the larger ERP systems, providing a cross-platform interoperability.
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Appendix - A
Guardtime Data Attribution Components:
Below is a logical representation of how the various components described in this document
relate to one another.

Figure A1 - Data Attribution Platform Components
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KSI Signatures: Cryptographic Data Integrity

Figure A2 – Data Integrity - Data Attribution Platform

KSI Signatures provide the basic function of assigning the data signer, authenticity of the
data, and time of signing to a data asset. The distributed
trust mechanism, anchored by the KSI Blockchain,
KSI Technology Keystone
provides a cross boundary, append only trust anchor to
Unlike more commercial,
prove authenticity of these signatures. Because there is not
Financial Based
a key or associated secret needed to prove these properties
Blockchain deployments,
of the data, there is no silo or boundary constraining the
Guardtime’s KSI is
verification of the data. Data created in one enclave can be
permission based,
verified by a completely different enclave using only
meaning signing entities
mathematics to verify data integrity. The KSI Blockchain
must authenticate to the
does not require the actual data to be entered into the
infrastructure before
infrastructure. Instead, only the cryptographic
signing, and is not “proof
representation of the data, or the hash, is registered This
of work” based. Individual
allows for scalable and streamlined deployment. The data
Signatures can be created
format being signed can be anything in a digital format,
for each data asset in real
from a video file, or Virtual Disk Image, to access control
time without requiring
messages and satellite payloads. The illustration below
data to be sent to the
outlines the composition and verification components of a
blockchain.
KSI Signature.
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Figure A3 - KSI Signature Composition

Resilient Cyber Aware Adaptable Architecture
The second component of KSI is the “Infrastructure” stack. This provides a highly redundant,
distributed, and secure platform for which entities can leverage to access and participate in
the cryptographic signing events. This stack can be extended to an individual customer
premise, or leveraged in a managed service or cloud approach depending on customer
requirements and use case. Key edge components, such as Guardtime Gateways which
provide access to the infrastructure, are deployed in Guardtime’s Black Lantern Appliance.
This appliance is purpose built by leveraging industry leading Anti-Tamper strategies.

Previously, entities were required to be part of a trusted community, such as an authorized
member of a Public Key Infrastructure or Active Directory Domain, to verify trust. KSI
provides a distributed, widely witnessed trust anchor backed by a permissioned based
Blockchain technology. This provides the ability for a verifying entity to verify who signed
the data, what the data should be, and what time the data was signed without explicitly
knowing the entity sending the data. With this, completely agnostic and independent data
verification is possible.

Data Attribution
The second capability, or the Data Attribution capability, relies on the unique properties of
KSI to attribute data to a source (individual or machine). Guardtime’s Data Attribution
Capability provides a mechanism to link data assets with unique history, composition and
contextual based information. Because of the portability and independent validation of this
data, verification can be performed across corporate or organizational boundaries. Data
Attribution is composed of the eXensible Attribution Language for a common lexicon and
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pattern verification, KSI Dockets, for a basic construct, and Docket Brokers for dissemination
of the Dockets and to incorporate into current business solutions for analytics and
visualization. The illustration below shows the basic components and how they are logically
dependent upon each other and KSI Data Integrity.

Figure A4 - Data Attribution Capability
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Guardtime’s eXtensible Data Attribution Language – XDAL
Because KSI Signatures are highly distributable, to fully realize the value, a need arose to
create a common lexicon or language to realize the interoperability
and granular data validation capability. To perform trusted
KSI Technology
transactions in a highly-distributed environment without requiring
Keystone
explicit knowledge of entities, a common language was created.
KSI XDAL provides the
This language is called KSI eXtensible Data Attribution Language
logical baseline and
(KSI XDAL). The same platform can be reused from a Secure
structure of Data
Software Development Lifecycle Platform, to a distributed
Attribution. This
Connected Car Validation Platform, or an Access Control
Language can be
Mechanism. Currently, KSI XDAL is a standard providing the
expanded upon as needed
baseline for distributed and secure communication and storage of
by customers.
digital assets. While this language provides the basic overall
structure, customers can extend this basic language to include specific representations for
their use case.
KSI Dockets
XDAL is the basis the for basic Data Attribution construct called KSI Dockets. KSI Dockets
leverage XDAL as the schema for contextual based logic that can be distributed to create an
interoperable message syntax. KSI Dockets allow for a normalized construct for data to be
bundled with metadata and other attribution mechanisms such as contextual based
information, or any input to help make a granular and accurate decision about the individual
data object. Using the Guardtime Docket Software Development Kit, these KSI Dockets
provide immutable, distributable, and independently verifiable inputs enabling key enterprise
capabilities such as but not limited to, access control enforcement, secure data transfer, or
data lineage history. By combining these constructs with simple logic based on the XDAL
Schema such as nesting dockets, KSI Dockets can provide a cryptographically sound history
of any data asset that is completely verifiable without requiring a predetermined secret or
key. With KSI Dockets, a unique Data Asset, such as a barcode, message, executable, or
virtual machine image, is imbued with a unique history and granular composition. The
Dockets contain the unique history, relationships between modules or components of the
overall data asset, or correlations between events and identities. Currently, terms such as
“Data Provenance” or “Event Correlation” systems provide similar concepts. The key
difference is these relationships or correlations rely on individual systems or database
relationships. When trying to export or distribute these key contextual based relationships,
the next database or system must know all information about it to render the correct view of
the data asset. With KSI Dockets, these relationships and correlations are contained in this
cryptographically sound construct. As each KSI Docket is signed with a KSI Signature they
have mathematical immutability allowing for cross boundary portability.
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The illustration below highlights the logical components of a KSI Docket.

Figure A5 - KSI Docket Composition

With this construct, Dockets can be nested within previous dockets providing
cryptographically linked events. Because the entity signing the data is different at each
signing event, the Dockets represent accountability and ownership at a certain point in time.
As the Dockets contain cryptographic evidence of the history of the data asset, the verifying
entity can use the entire lifecycle of the data asset as input to the data validation or integrity
validation decision.
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